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In GET YOUR FATS Right, Sarah Pope exposes the low-fat motion and the devastating health
effects it really is having on people inside our society today. Have you ever wondered why so
many people suffer from chronic illness and lack energy?Have you ever wondered why
obesity is rampant and cardiovascular disease and tumor, even in the young, seem
uncontrollable? It may be because of the so-called wellness foods you are eating. In the
1970s, the U.S. Dietary Goals advised Americans to cut back on fats and eat more carbs to
lower the chance of heart disease. But some professionals say this high-carb, low-fat diet
helped gas obesity.Do you want to get on with your life with greater vitality and a solid
immune system, so that you can deal with whatever comes your way? This publication is for
you.A long-time chapter leader for the Weston A. Price Foundation, a nonprofit organization
focused on "restoring nutrient-dense foods to the American diet", blogger and health
advocate Sarah Pope, presents three simple steps you need to try regain your own health and
raise children to be healthy and fulfill their physical potential. GET YOUR FATS STRAIGHT
gives you cost-effective guidelines for straightening out your diet and give you a new lease on
life for yourself as well as the comfort to learn that your loved ones will have the very best
possibility to live their lives with their fullest physical potential too.
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I loved her simple way of doing items and her thorough ... I'm new to traditional cooking
(actually several weeks-new) and leaning towards becoming a member of the Weston A. Cost
Foundation. I began watching Sarah Pope's video clips on YouTube (researching how-to
movies on Kombucha) and began looking at other stuff on her channel. I enjoyed her simple
way of doing points and her thorough way of expressing and explaining things. I loved her
interest for what she was teaching and her devotion. Sign up to the newsletter as well. Being
so not used to this, nevertheless, it seemed overwhelming with all the current misinformation
that is available regarding fat and what's supposedly best for us.. I purchased her book after
hearing what she got to say about it. A must read This is an extremely easy book to read, and
sarah outlines some very important facts about fats. Details all ought to be in the know of! This
book offers God-sent for me as a newbie to good nutrition by knowing the correct fats. I make
reference to it all the time. I love the simple recipes towards the end of the publication.. (She
did have arthritis). This book is a must read for anyone just getting started to traditional
cooking as a way to being healthy. 5 Stars A well documented publication that gives practical
guidance with some recipes using the concepts described. I'm so grateful because of this
book!. I'm going back to traditional way of eating -the way my grandmother ate. Sara
undergoes the healthy fat and why you should have them. For years that they had us scared
of butter, coconut oil, palm oil only today to discover that saturated extra fat has nothing to do
with heart disease. I really like my eggs prepared in butter. The items I was learning through
Sarah's videos just made sense to me because they were so simple and based on plain old
common sense. Excellent Information for everybody I'm enjoying this publication. Good read,
good eats. Many researchers are arriving forward with brand-new evidence that the initial
testing about saturated unwanted fat was flawed. Fat are healthy (in the event that you
consume the proper ones) My skin, hair and nails greatly improved. Perhaps her blood
chemistry and genetic biological & Also, for certain cultures, cow dairy food aren't a dietary
staple. My grandma lived an extended life. Three Stars Requirements an index in the back of
the book to be used as a genuine go-to reference. Great book-everyone must read it for
better health After years of low or no fat eating now to find it was all wrong. she passed on at
99. The quality recipes serves as a way to build upon your very own creativity in the kitchen-
typically, of course! It will give you the "need to know" essentials (and the reality) on the
correct fats we need to consume in order for our bodies to function in the way God intended.
Using common sense explanations in addition to numerous footnotes the writer makes a
compelling case for giving up low fat foods and utilize complete, saturated fat products.
Excellent info I really enjoyed this book and learned alot. Information all should be in the know
of This book is so wonderful! The only reason I did not give it 5 is basically because the recipes
at the end are extremely common sense a breeze things. Almost not really a recipe at all
simply basic cooking understanding- like grilled cheese, or fried eggs, etc.We appreciate
Sarah's knowledge on fats, milk, and eating traditionally. She's helped me to learn how to feed
my family. Thank you Awesome material! She's done all the legwork for you! If you aren't
familiar with the deep intricacies of why our bodies need fats then this is the book for you
personally. While I believe grass-fed cow dairy food can be healthy, I find the author
irresponsible. This was an excellent refresher for me, but it would be a perfect place to begin
for people who haven't quite ventured into eating like we were designed to!. I'm particular that
the US would be healthier if everyone were to work towards these ideas.. I'm so pleased I did.I
highly recommend this to people that are fresh to trying to comprehend good fats/bad fatsA
really great place to start, I also highly recommend her blog, "sarah the healthy house



economist", plenty of super good details and videos!! Informative and detailed about healthy
fats. Excellent Loved the book. Well crafted and the information was clear and concise with
useful recommendations for supporting your health. I am a firm believer in God not really
making factors complicated in pursuing His Will and that includes what we put in our bodies.
Great info on fats Enjoyed scanning this book. Again, for me it's about the fundamentals and
building upon it--becoming More through Great Health. I love coconut oil and butter, but
usually thought fat is bad for you. Author changed my estimation and explained why it is great
for us and why we need it. I could enjoy coconut essential oil and butter knowing it’s good for
my wellness. and I stay complete longer.! Her fudge recipe looks amazing and cereal recipe
that is ready in a quarter-hour looks yummy. Shed traditional truths revealed! Yes, Sarah, you
are my friend. Thank you for helping to set me directly! This book is a great accompaniment to
the YouTube video that I simply watched: The Oiling of America. Five Stars Loads of good
information This book can be an admittedly biased opinion piece The author admits she does
not have the time to get all of the scientific evidence on her behalf claims and generally
defaults into the "our ancestors ate this way and they turned out fine" argument. To that I'd
counter: our ancestors didn't live provided that we do; they didn't live long enough to eat and
accumulate diabetic or high cholesterol prone complications, or we don't possess evidence
that the do live that long, eat animal body fat, and didn't get illnesses. As the person
"responsible for" my family's nutrition, I have done a lot of research on my own. She used
butter, essential olive oil (she was Italian) under no circumstances fried with it limited to salads,
which was everyday- before the food and drizzling a little along with the pizza dough before
she baked it. makeup permits her to eat the truckloads of butter she statements to eat, but not
everyone can (discover blood type diet). For frying she utilized lard, yes lard and in the pie
crust -the pies were delicious! Sage advice :) This sort of biased opinion writing, aswell
intentioned as it is, risks doing more harm than good. This book is so wonderful! I give is
usually 4 1/2 superstars. Everything is so easy to follow and possible for me to outline and
make use of as a basis to build on in going after traditional cooking and just why it is important
to take action. Sarah has done her homework and some. Goat, bison and other animal
products are.
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